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This is a one-semester course on tribal-landscape relationships that is designed to acquaint students with tribal views and tribal uses of their physical environment. The class will be divided into ecological relations and social relations, and throughout the class we will be putting these environmental relationships into operation, the class will also have a tribal environmental ethics focus. Normative ethics will be the foundation for both ecological and social relations and assist us in understanding normative ethics, we will use the ethical theories of social contract, rules utilitarianism, and duty based obligations. To assist us in understanding tribal environmental ethics, we will need to be aware of a metonymy, where concepts will stand for varied notions and associations of related ideas. Several of the associated ideas will be looking at include territoriality (the physical quest) and tenure (the psychological quest). Besides understanding ethical behavior, which is defined as a proper way of acting, we will also be emphasizing the social purpose of a culture, which is crucial to understand why a culture acts on the landscape in a specific way.

The format of this class will be a combination of long lectures, short lectures, outside readings, and question-answers. As the class moves forward, I may be adding several essays either on tribal fire use or other land resource and practice topics for example. Good note taking will help in solving essay puzzles. When possible, I show videos to illustrate ideas and concepts.

The course objectives are straightforward. Students should understand and identify tribal management and governing of common pooled resources, tribal environmental ethics, the relationship between cultural belief and behavior, and be able to articulate the social relationship between people culture and their landscape. One approach that we will use is the application of stories. Another will be looking for commonalities between cultural relationships with the landscape.

Your readings are on electronic reserve operated through Moodle. Students can assess these readings through a computer. Buffalo Bird Woman’s Garden will be required reading and that reading can be found online via Google. Other readings will be found on Moodle, and the readings are listed by week. If
you have trouble downloading a reading, you might find the reading in JSTOR which can also be accessed through the Mansfield Library. Exams will also be posted on Moodle or sent to your email account.

Class Topics

Part 1, August 25-September 3, 2014

Introduction to the class, we will be concerned with concepts, ideas, definitions, and relationships between environmental variables. All individuals have relationships with their physical landscape. As a result, we will discuss terms, such as our definition such as culture, concepts, and establish our system approach, using environmental variables, a variable systems approach will be introduced, which are applicable to all cultures, to understand environmental relations. In addition, normative ethics will be introduced. The first part of the class will be a study of ecological relations and the second part of the class will be social relations. This premise will enable us to emphasize that different cultures have different, not wrong relationships with the landscape and that different cultures all practice ecological and social relations with their landscape. One guiding idea through the class will be local ecological knowledge so we will want a brief introduction to that area of inquiry.

Part 2, September 3-September 26, 2014

Ecological relations will be the focus point for the lectures and this is section of the class. The ethical theory that will be applicable for this section will be social contracts leading us to an examination of how communities create institutions to manage and govern common pooled resources. The area that we will want to examine will be models and scenarios and we will be interested in ecological outcomes. We want to understand modeling to understand the importance of creating policies that encourage people to cooperate and not defect in the use of common pooled resources. In looking at these models and policies, we will look at the importance of rules and punishment. To do so, we will look at historical and contemporary communities. We will be most interested in the creation of rules and why rules are important in preventing the tragedy of common pooled resources. The focus will be how people organize themselves, organization theory, because how people organize themselves is important to short and long term resource sustainability of common-pooled resources. Hence, we will want to understand the four idealized different management regimes, open access, privatization, outside agent, and collective active. We will begin our journey into the relationship between people, culture, and their landscape by discussing these ideas and their relatedness to each other. We will also develop a framework for the class by building on our five related and relative environmental variables and how these variables work
together in a system that is changing, ongoing, and where people are active participants in their relations to their landscapes. We will be most interested in the creation of rules and why rules are important in preventing the tragedy of common pooled resources. These rules will illustrate normative ethics, which is the study of right and wrong as well as the origin of right and wrong. Lectures will include both historic and contemporary tribal management and governance of common-pooled resources.

Part 3, October 1-October 31, 2014

Territorial behavior is important to our study and the ethical theory that will apply is rules utilitarianism. Territorial behavior explains how small-self organized and self-governing communities organize themselves to prevent the tragedy. It also includes and explanation of why people act ethically toward each in resource allocation to avoid the “tragedy.” To avoid the tragedy, communities have to manage and govern their common pooled resources. No culture has a monopoly on the management and governing of the common pooled resources, but in an attempt to do, we will examine different models and games to create different scenarios. Along with your readings from book is found at:
http://digital.library.upenn.edu/women/buffalo/garden/garden.html#X
You will want read Buffalo Bird Woman’s Garden as this source will reveal illustrations about ethics, tenure, and territorial behavior, and we will be interested in local ecological knowledge as well from the world of the Hidatsa. This book is important for us because Buffalo Bird Woman discusses the relationship between her people, her culture, and her landscape. Though the focus is on the Hidatsa, we will be interested in the dynamics of these social and ecological relationships between all persons, cultures, and landscapes.

Part 4, November 5-November 7, 2014

Another idea that helpful in our understanding of tribal views and uses of the landscape will be local ecological knowledge and how it differs from scientific driven ecological science. Local ecological knowledge is important for us to understand as tribal cultures alter their landscapes. All cultures alter their landscapes. Survival and Stability are the reasons that this occurs. To understand how and why tribal cultures altered their landscapes requires our attention. To do so, we must understand the use of fire and efficiency as well as other tribal practices. Accompanying our discussions of local ecological knowledge will be consequentialism, one of several ethical theories we will apply to our environmental discussions.

Part 5, November 12-November 26, 2014

Here will we will turn our attention to social relations with the landscape and we will want to introduce duty based obligations to our discussion. We will
continue to apply environmental concepts to tribal relationships with their landscapes. Semiotic logic, ideas of gift and gift giving, the role of ritual, and importance of story as the origin of right and wrong will all be important ideas. Though hunting will be a common discussion topic, the ideas we discuss will be applicable to other tribal cultures including those that farm or fish for a livelihood. During the course of these lectures, we will refer to tribal literature as our authority. That will require each of you to understand tribal literature and its role in understand all three the ethical theories we have discussed.

Part 6, December 3-December 5, 9, 2014

Disease and cultural disease theory are part of everyone's relationship to the landscape. Understanding how and why disease afflicts tribal communities must be understood by understanding tribal culture. We will be examining other concepts, the game masters and keepers and their tie to disease and successful hunting. It is important to remember then, that environmental conflict is not just a resource conflict stimulated by scarcity, but philosophical conflicts.

Outside readings

The assigned readings for this class are listed by week on the syllabus and have been placed on Moodle. The readings will provide evidence, illustration, and supplement our lectures and discussions. Also, the readings will be important for answering your essays. This is a class where lectures provide concepts and readings provide evidence for you apply the concepts from lectures.

Attendance

Attendance, outside readings, note taking, and class discussion will be important to understanding the concepts that we are going to discuss. Despite the importance of attendance and note taking, I will not make class attendance mandatory, but you will be responsible for all materials covered in class.

Grading

Critical thinking, reading comprehension, and synthesis are complementary goals of this class so there were will essays on the assigned readings and over our lectures. Some of the questions will force you to integrate materials from both the readings and the lectures materials. The exams will be take home and they will be typed, doubled spaced and cover your topic completely. You will need to use lecture material, discussion themes, and readings, to construct responses to problems many questions will asked. Think of these essays as research papers or expository essays.
Another example would be that of expository writing. For examples of this writing method consult the following, Online Writing Lab, Purdue University: https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/685/02/

These three/four exams will have more than one part or essay and these parts may include essays on the assigned readings. These exams will be your entire grade; each will be one third of your grade. I may give you the exams in parts. To answer the exams, you will want to use material from lectures and your notes and the outside readings. I will add these essay questions to the electronic reservation where you can find them. Proper citations will be required and this includes your lecture notes. If not done, you will receive a failing grade. Remember that the focus of this class is tribal relations with the landscape and that environmental ethics, a study of ethical behavior, provides the foundation of this relationship. Always keep in mind, that a relationship with the landscape includes (1) knowledge of how to use the landscape, (2) understanding of tribal environmental belief, (3) awareness of proper tribal ethical behavior, and (4) understanding of the tribal relationship between ethical behavior and (5) how people organize themselves to govern resources is crucial for short and long term successful acts of production. I will be looking for your understanding and ability to express properly concepts in your papers and the cause and effect relations between ethics and production in your final paper. Citations will be required in these scholarly papers.

Each paper must begin with a statement of the subject and purpose of the paper. Then state its thesis or theses, conclusion or conclusions, immediately. These theses will convey your judgment on what the other readings and discussions add to the selected questions and you are to present your informed and evidenced conclusions on the relationship between tribal people, their culture, and their landscape. That this, each paper should have at least three sentences giving the exact organization and logic employed in crafting these papers.

Academic Honesty:

The University of Montana expects its students to be academically honest, particularly in regards to plagiarism. Plagiarism is taking someone else’s ideas and thoughts and presenting them as one’s own. Copyright laws are rigid as it concerns plagiarism, as is the University. Please refer to the current University catalog for more specific information regarding penalties for such action. Academic dishonesty in Native American Studies classes will result in a failing grade in the course and disciplinary action consistent with University policies.

Readings:
Week 1
Wilderness Experience

Week 2
Wilderness Experience

Week 3


Week 4


Week 5


Waidmannsheil


Week 6


Typical Upper Red Lake Crappies: Effect on Crappies on the Way to Recovery


“2011 Walleye Fishing Regulations: Upper and Lower Red Lake and Tributaries.”

Red Lake Pike Spear Fishing Regulations

Commercial walleye netting returns to Red Lake Reservation

2011 Walleye Fishing Regulations Upper and Lower Red Lake and Tributaries


Week 7


Week 8

Week 9


Joel S. Savishnisky and K. Ohmagari, and F. Berkes, “Transmission of Indigenous Knowledge and Bush Skills Among the Western James Bay Cree Women of Subarctic Canada,”


Week 10


Week 11


Week 12


Week 13


Week 14


Week 15


